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(Set – A) 

TILAK MAHARASHTRA VIDYAPEETH, PUNE 
BACHELOR OF COMPUTER APPLICATIONS (B.C.A.)   

EXAMINATION : APRIL – MAY 2015 

FIFTH SEMESTER 
Sub : VB. Net (BCA-526) 

Date  : 30/04/2015  Total Marks :  80 Time: 9.00 am to 6.00 pm 

Instruction: Bifurcation of marks is as follows 

1) Program 1  -   35 Marks 

2) Program 2  -   35 Marks 

3) Viva         -   30 Marks for students under  60-40  pattern 

OR 
10 Marks for students under 80-20  pattern. 

 

 

1. Write a file program that reads the data from two files, concate the data and store it in third file 

 

2. Write a program to insert 10 elements in an array. Now create another array from it but 

remember no repeated number should be inserted. 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------Cut------------------------------------------------------- 

 

1. Design an interface and write a program which will accept two numbers from two text boxes 

and display prime numbers between them in a list box. 

 

2. Write Sectional Code to Add, Delete, Modify Records of Customer Table (custno, custname, 

cust Dt of Birth). (Make your own assumptions). 

             

---------------------------------------------------------------Cut------------------------------------------------------- 

 

1. Write a Program which reads the text file character by character, converts it into uppercase and 

copies it to another file. 

 

2. Write a GUI application to add three scroll bars indicating red, green and blue color. The 

background color of form should be changed according to the value selected in scroll bars.  

---------------------------------------------------------------Cut------------------------------------------------------- 

 

1. Write a GUI application which will accept username and password, verify them with 

predefined values. If values are correct, show welcome message; otherwise show invalid user 

message after 3 chances. 

 

2.  Write aGUI application to add, save, update and delete record from 

Company Shareholder’s Table.  

Given the structure :  

SHAREHOLDER : 

hoder_id, Hname, Address, NoofShares, ShareSrFrom (Share Serial from 

Number), ShareSrTo (Share Serial upto Number), facevalue, cost. 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------Cut------------------------------------------------------- 
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1.  Define Interface Shape having the following methods : 

(a) Area 

(b) Perimeter 

Define Class Circle that implements shape interface. The Class Circle has attribute radius. 

 

2. Write a GUI application which will accept details about Book (bookno, bookname, price, 

edition). Write a program to Insert, Save, Update, Delete records into Book table using ADO.  

 

---------------------------------------------------------------Cut------------------------------------------------------- 

1. Write an GUI application having two text boxes and checkboxes, Order which will accept name 

and favorite dish from user. In check box show dishes like “pani puri”, “dosa”, “wada”. Then 

display selected items along with name. 

 

 

2. Design an interface. Consider table for it as Customer_mst with fields as (Cust_id, name, 

address, mobileno). Write a ADO Code for add, delete, update and navigation buttons. 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------Cut------------------------------------------------------- 
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